Abstract-This paper describes an autonomous vehicle testbed that aims at providing the first-and last-mile transportation services. The vehicle mainly operates in a crowded urban environment whose features can be extracted a priori. To ensure that the system is economically feasible, we take a minimalistic approach and exploit prior knowledge of the environment and the availability of the existing infrastructure such as cellular networks and traffic cameras. We present three main components of the system: pedestrian detection, localization (even in the presence of tall buildings) and navigation. The performance of each component is evaluated. Finally, we describe the role of the existing infrastructural sensors and show the improved performance of the system when they are utilized.
I. INTRODUCTION
Public transportation plays a critical role in reducing traffic congestion, gasoline consumption and carbon emissions, especially in major cities. To promote sustainable transportation, it is important not only to stimulate the use of public transport but also to improve its accessibility. To this end, convenient means for the first-and last-mile transportation need to be provided in order to reduce the extra time and hassle the commuters face going from, e.g., home to a transit (e.g., train/subway) station and back. The first-and last-mile, coupled with public transit services can potentially provide cost-effective and sustainable door-to-door transportation.
We consider deploying a fleet of autonomous personal transport vehicles to provide the first-and last-mile transportation. Automation has, in fact, been employed in many transportation systems, including traffic light management and congestion avoidance services, and has attracted numerous research interests in the transportation science and logistics community. Intelligent vehicle/highway systems (IVHS) technologies have also been developed to enhance operational safety and efficiency [14] .
Fleet management, including locating the stations and assigning each of the commuters' requests of service to a proper vehicle to minimize certain criteria, is crucial for a successful deployment of these autonomous vehicles. Certain aspects of fleet management have been considered, e.g., in [10] . In this paper, we consider another main challenge, which is in putting autonomy into the transport vehicles to allow them to operate with minimal human intervention. The system aims at providing transportation over a relatively short distance. In particular, the vehicles mainly operate in crowded urban environments that are typically equipped with infrastructure including cellular networks, traffic cameras, loop detectors and ERP (Electronic Road Pricing) gantries. The detailed road network and many features of the environment in which the vehicles operate can also be obtained a priori. To ensure that the system is economically feasible, we take a minimalistic approach and exploit the prior knowledge of the environment features and the availability of the existing infrastructure.
Autonomy in transport vehicles has been attained at various levels of interaction with the infrastructure. Systems that are driven with heavy infrastructure dependence such as monorails typically require significant setup and are more suitable for a fully controlled environment such as warehouses and docks. FROG (Free Ranging on Grid) Navigation Systems 1 is an example of such heavily structure-dependent systems and has been deployed for container handling operations in factory sites. Their system consists of a team of autonomous vehicles and a centralized supervisory system. The autonomous vehicles localize themselves using magnets on the floor and GPS for point to point navigation and use laser and sonar for obstacle avoidance. An advantage of this approach is that the global viewpoint of the environment can be obtained while the main disadvantages include delayed information, communication burden and cost of specialized infrastructure setup. On the other hand, Google driverless car, for example, is fully autonomous [8] . Their converted Toyota Prius uses cameras to detect traffic lights and radars to detect pedestrians. Their autonomous navigation also relies on laser range finders, cameras, radars, inertial sensors and high-detail maps. An advantage of these fully autonomous systems is the ability to handle dynamic and adversarial scenarios. However, as opposed to heavily structure-dependent systems, only limited, local viewpoint can be obtained as on-board sensors on each vehicle have the same limitation of limited viewpoint and occlusion by urban structures and other vehicles. Each vehicle also bears the burden of sensing and perception. Additionally, being fully autonomous and self-contained comes with a heavy price tag.
In this paper, we investigate the integration of the heavily structure-dependent and the fully autonomous approaches in order to build an autonomous vehicle system at reasonable cost as well as keep the high level of autonomy even in a crowded scenario. As an initial step, we focus on campus environments. We exploit an abundance of infrastructural sensors available to the road network that can provide very important information about the presence of other entities on the road in real time. This information can help in planning collision-free optimal trajectories for each vehicle beyond visual range. Exploiting the infrastructure also helps reduce the sensing burden on the vehicle and reduce the cost of the vehicle, making such systems more economical and accessible to normal people.
In the next section, we provide an overview of our testbed. Section III and Section IV describe the main components of the system, including pedestrian detection, localization and navigation. The performance of each component is also evaluated. Section V describes the role of infrastructural sensors in our system. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper and discusses future work.
II. CAMPUS TESTBED
Our autonomous vehicle testbed is a Yamaha G22E golf car mounted with various sensors (Fig.1a) . It was modified and equipped with actuators to achieve drive by wire capabilities. Two servo motors are used to control the steering angle and amount of brake applied separately. Since it is an electric vehicle, the throttle control is readily accessible through a varying PWM voltage signal that can be regulated by a low level controller. To fulfill the power requirement for a wide variety of sensors, a 1350W inverter was used. For the sensors, a wheel encoder is fitted at the left front wheel. The steering angle and brake are inferred implicitly from the motors encoder. To receive GPS signal, Ublox EVK-6R is used. The module comes with Enhanced Kalman Filter to give an estimate of global location using integrated data input from wheel encoders tick count and onboard gyroscope. The main sensors are the laser range finders that consist of two SICK LMS 291 and Hokuyo UTM 30LX. The SICK lasers have a range of 80 m with 180
• field-of-view (FoV). The Hokuyo sensor, on the other hand, has 270
• FoV with 30 m range. A normal webcam is fitted on one of the SICK lasers to provide visual feedback and to perform vision processing.
Software Architecture: We have developed a modular software architecture for ease in incorporating additional functionality without modifying the core system. The system has been integrated into ROS (Robotic Operating System), which provides a standard form of communication among different software modules [11] . The main modules that have been implemented on the current system include perception, mapping-and-prediction, localization, planner and controller as shown in Fig. 1b .
The perception module takes as an input the raw sensed data from the sensors. Detection and tracking algorithm is then applied to extracted features (e.g., pedestrian and other moving and stationary objects) from the raw sensed data. As discussed in Section V, the sensors we have utilized include not only onboard cameras and laser range finders but also infrastructure cameras installed, for example, at an intersection. The data from these infrastructure cameras are transmitted through a WiFi network. To reduce the amount of data that needs to be transmitted, the raw sensed data may be processed so that only important features (e.g., other vehicles and pedestrians approaching the intersection) are transmitted.
The mapping-and-prediction module maintains the global map of the environment in which the system is operating. In addition, it predicts the motion of moving objects such as pedestrians. The localization module incorporates the data received from the GPS (Global Positioning System), IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit), laser range finder and vehicle's odometer to provide an estimate of the current state (position, velocity and heading) of the vehicle.
The planner module is responsible for computing an obstacle-free path, satisfying certain traffic rules, to the goal. In the case where the user is onboard, the goal may be specified as the destination through the user interface. Alternatively, the scheduling system that computes the pick-up and drop-off position for each autonomous vehicle may send the origin and destination to the system through a cellular network. Finally, the controller module is responsible for computing the actuator commands, including the speed, gear and steering angle, to the physical actuators so that the vehicle closely follows the planner-generated path. For autonomous navigation, we need to pay special attention to dynamic objects, like pedestrians and other vehicles on the road in addition to static environmental features like kerbs, drains, traffic lights, etc (Fig.2) . Usually the presence of static objects are known a-priori from a traffic database or built during and initial phase in an offline manner. However, dynamic objects on the road can only be handled while the autonomous vehicle is driving. Pedestrians, as a key factor in a campus environment, deserve more attention. On-board cameras are one of the most effective ways of identifying objects in the environment. However, the computation requirement and dependence of ambient light conditions limit their utility. Alternatively, laser based approaches can detect the presence of an object more reliably but have problem disambiguating different types of objects. In our project, we built an onboard pedestrian detection system by hierarchical fusing of a singlelayer LIDAR and a simple off the shelf webcam. We combine the advantages of LIDARs in detecting an object with the simplicity of disambiguating objects from the camera images. It proves to be fast, computationally efficient and robust in our operations.
Significant research has been done on pedestrian detection and tracking with LIDARs and vision. The LIDARs provide accurate position information of scanned points in the surroundings, which will be segmented, clustered, and then classified into different objects. Pedestrians can be extracted with certain criteria or features, such as static features of shape and size founded in [5] , [9] , or dynamic features of gait founded in [15] , [2] , and so on. These algorithms perform well with multiple LIDARs placed off-board and in relatively structured environment, but would probably fail in real urban traffic, due to severe occlusion and complex surroundings. In the final analysis, limitation of these algorithms comes from sparsity of information of LIDARs. The idea of multi-sensor fusion arises to counter this limitation. The most common type that can be found is a combination of LIDAR and camera. While some related algorithms have been introduced in [4] , [6] , few of them are suitable to autonomous vehicles, with considerations to the demanding working environment. An algorithm similar to our approach is proposed in [3] . It depends on a four-layer LIDAR to track pedestrians and do preliminary classification, and then use camera to refine the classification belief. In our project, a similar algorithm is proposed. While we also rely on a single-layer LIDAR to track objects, we do not try to classify them in this part, but leave that to the following part of vision verification. Our algorithm proves fast, computationally efficient, robust in operation, and easy to implement. In our implementation the moving object tracking is realized with a single-layer LIDAR. While the approach is general to any dynamic object, like vehicles, pedestrian and other objects, we take the pedestrians as a representative class to talk about in details in this paper. Fig.3 show the flow of the algorithm while, Fig.4 shows the result of the detection algorithm for a single data frame. The algorithm runs in two phases, pedestrian candidate detector and pedestrian verification.
A. Pedestrian detection algorithm
Pedestrian candidate detector: The LIDAR data is segmented and clustered based on their position and relative velocity (Fig.4b) . Potential candidate clusters for pedestrians are filtered out based on their size and velocity. We use a simple linear velocity model in our implementation. However advanced model checks could also be used for higher accuracy. In fact keeping a more relaxed and conservative filter decreases Pedestrian verification: In this part, we use a common webcam to verify whether extracted objects are pedestrians or not. Extrinsic calibration of webcam and LIDAR is done beforehand. These candidates are projected onto certain areas of webcam image correspondingly. The whole image is then cropped into several smaller sub images (Fig.4c) . Since only a small number of sub-images are processed, we decrease the computational time in image processing significantly. The vision verification algorithm used here is histogram of oriented gradient object detection (HOG). In this work, a default trained people detector Support Vector Machines (SVM) from OpenCV was chosen. To enable fast verification, GPU accelerated HOG algorithm was used. HOG classifier identifies each sub image containing pedestrians (Fig.4d) and we label the LIDAR tracks accordingly. This helps us in avoiding running vision based pedestrian detectors on the whole image (Fig.4a,e) and significantly reduces the computational load. The reduced computation allows us to run such detectors in real time on the vehicle.
Note that the pedestrian detection allows us to improve the motion planning for the autonomous vehicles by reasoning about the motion models of the pedestrian obstacles. In the case of false negatives due to vision errors and FoV limitations, the pedestrian clusters are still tracked by the laser, treated as a generic dynamic object and avoided accordingly.
B. Performance evaluation
Single pedestrian detection: Fig.4 shows how this system detects and track a single pedestrian. Fig.4(f) shows the track of this pedestrian. At first, the pedestrian gets tracked by LIDAR, and labeled as a dynamic object shown in white. After it enters the FoV of webcam, it gets verified as a pedestrian and the track turns green. Other potential dynamic objects in the image are correctly rejected.
Multiple pedestrian detection: Fig.5 shows the result of our pedestrian detection module while the autonomous vehicle was executing a run. Fig.5a shows the verification of multiple pedestrians. We see that when the pedestrians are too close to each other the laser signatures get merged and they are detected as a single cluster. However, in the view of motion planning it does not matter how many actual pedestrians are close by, our autonomous vehicle avoids the pedestrians effectively. Fig.5b shows the number of objects tracked by LIDAR, pedestrians verified by webcam, and the ground truth number of pedestrians. Because FoV of the webcam is much smaller than LIDAR, objects are accounted only after they can be seen by vision. In the test, our vehicle drived in a really cluttered environment, pedestrians passing by it were tracked and detected. When few pedestrians appeared, they could be easily tracked by LIDAR, and further verified by webcam. However, when there were large numbers of pedestrians causing severe occlusion, pedestrians far away inevitably got lost. At the same time, because a tight group of pedestrians were counted as one, sometimes the number of verified pedestrians appeared to be fewer than the ground truth. In the test, most pedestrians got detected, whether as an individual, or as a group, making safe autonomous driving of our vehicle. Frequency of this detection system is up to 37Hz, limited by scan frequency from LIDAR. Range of effective detection is about 15 meters, limited by resolution of webcam. Through experiments in different conditions, our onboard pedestrian detection system proves to be both efficient and reliable, and at same time, easily tractable. But due to limited FoV and poor resolution of common webcam, pedestrians walking aside or too far away cannot be verified. At the same time, because we take group of pedestrians as a single one, we cannot get the exact number of pedestrians.
IV. LOCALIZATION AND AUTONOMOUS NAVIGATION
Most of the popular approaches in autonomous navigation outdoors depend heavily on GPS based localization. In fact the DARPA challenge was based on GPS based waypoints as input. However GPS is not very reliable in urban areas due to multi-path, limited satellite view in tall sky-scrapers. Such a scenario is shown in Fig.6a . A cloudy sky coupled with tall buildings can attenuate the GPS signals, resulting in erroneous localization as shown by the GPS track in Fig.6b . As the vehicle moves, its GPS erroneously estimates the vehicle location inside buildings and a pure GPS based localization and control could lead to failed navigation.
Interestingly one of the main reasons of GPS limitation i.e, the proximity of buildings, itself provides a good opportunity to utilize range based localization algorithms. In our work we use the laser based maps to augment in regions where GPS underperforms.
A. Localization
We evaluated several localization approaches on our autonomous vehicle testbed in the campus environment. While the integrated GPS + Gyroscope localizes the vehicle in a global manner, as shown above (Fig.6b) , it gives quite poor position estimate. Another approach we looked into was using the LIDAR corrected dead reckoning. Odometry information derived from wheel encoder was able to give an accurate estimation about the distance travel by the vehicle. To obtain the vehicle heading, scan matcher technique was used by comparing the laser scan return. By combining these 2 estimates, we obtained a well-established estimate of the vehicle state. For an autonomous vehicle operating in an urban or campus environment, it is reasonable to assume that apriori maps could be generated to aid online navigation. With the availability of a-priori laser map, Adaptive Monte Carlo Localization (AMCL) [12] technique was also evaluated. A prior map was built by using the laser thats mounted at a height of 1.83 m. The height of the laser was chosen such that more stable features can be collected and thus increase the belief of the position of the vehicle even in a dynamic environment. To build the map, the vehicle was driven around the environment at a slow speed. While the vehicle was going around, raw laser data and odometry information collected. Generation of map was done offline using SLAM technique that is available from OpenSLAM [1] . Similar to map building, information from odometry and raw laser data was used as input data to provide the most recent observation about the environment and perform calculation on the most probable location of the Laser based corrections significantly improve on the pure GPS based localization. We show the results of an autonomous run in Fig.7 . Fig.7b shows the localization results of various algorithms running on the same run. The red track shows the GPS logs while the blue track shows the location of the vehicle using the odometry alone. The green track is computed by the AMCL algorithm. This shows that in areas of poor GPS locations, building a-priori occupancy maps and subsequently localizing using approaches like AMCL significantly improve the operation. For all our runs, we have used the AMCL algorithm which has shown to work robustly even in the presence of temporary spatial occlusions due to other dynamic vehicles. Fig.8 shows the structure of our navigation module. During each run, the vehicle maintains its own map based on rolling basis, with the vehicle centered on the map. A map of 50m x 50m with a grid cell size of 0.2m is maintained at all time. Each cell in the map can have a 1 byte value. Initially, the cells in the map are marked as unknown with a value of 255. Whenever an obstacle is observed, the map is updated with a cost value of 254, with the cells now marked as obstacles, the cost is propagated radially outward with an exponential function. At the low level, speed and steering control are separated. For the speed control, the vehicle considers the following input before planning for next action: the average cost function that is present within a defined area in front of itself and the curvature of the path. To ensure stability, a conservative approach is utilized. First, an exponential function is used to calculate the safe speed given the steering angle of the golf car. Then, from the normalized average cost along the projection of the golf car within a fix distance, another safe speed is obtained. Between these 2 values, the minimum one is chosen as the final set point for the speed. The implementation of waypoint follower uses pure pursuit control [7] . Since the golf car's maximum speed is limited to 2 m/s, the look-ahead vector is fixed to 3 meters.
B. Cost based Navigation function

V. EXPLOITING INFRASTRUCTURE SENSORS
An important feature that distinguishes urban environments from those considered in military applications is the technological advances that we can exploit in order to increase safety and efficiency of the system without imposing much additional cost. Consider, as an example, the scenario where an autonomous vehicle has to traverse an intersection. In many cases, other vehicles approaching the intersection from other directions may not be detected properly by the onboard sensors due to limited sensing coverage and occlusions caused by structures and other environmental features. In [13] , the authors mitigate this problem by using two pointable long-range sensors and propose a methodology for computing the optimal angles of the sensors to maximally cover relevant unobserved regions of interest. A method for detecting occlusions is also presented. A phantom vehicle is then placed in the occluded area, leading to a safe but potentially conservative result.
In this work, we consider utilizing infrastructure cameras installed, for example, at an intersection, rather than completely relying on the onboard sensors. These infrastructure cameras can provide information about whether there are pedestrians or other vehicles approaching the intersection. The information can then be transmitted through a WiFi or cellular network. An advantage of this approach is that more accurate information can be obtained as the infrastructure cameras may be mounted to avoid occlusions. In addition, as the number of autonomous vehicles in the system exceed the number of intersections, the cost can be substantially reduced. In fact, in many modern cities, cameras are already installed at many intersections to detect traffic violations. Hence, this approach may incur almost no additional cost.
A. Avoiding Unobservable Pedestrians
To show the effect of additional information, we simulate an infrastructural sensor as a wifi-node broadcasting specific information. The infrastructural camera detects the presence of pedestrians and gives a binary information to the golf-cart whether there are pedestrians about to cross the road or if the region is pedestrian free. Currently we are not building models of pedestrian intentions to analyze whether the pedestrian is facing the road or whether s/he is just waiting rather than trying to cross the road. Any pedestrian detection would trigger the autonomous vehicle to slow down in anticipation for the pedestrian to cross the road. The rate of pedestrian detection is 5 Hz. However, since the algorithm only depends on the pedestrian detection alone and not a more detailed analysis based on the pedestrian position and heading, it would also work well with modern traffic/security cameras operating around 1Hz. Fig.9(a,b) show the view of the scene from onboard as well as a mock infrastructure sensor. The detection of the pedestrian in the left of the image in Fig.9a is quite difficult due to the occlusion from pillars and railings. The autonomous vehicle has to communicate with an existing sensor (security camera) to get more information to plan its path. The pedestrian detection is much easier in Fig.9b . The autonomous vehicle gets the pedestrian information from the infrastructure pedestrian detector sensor and modifies its motion plan, as shown in Fig.9c . We see that during the detection of pedestrians, the autonomous vehicle checks for the possibility of collision and slows down if there is high chance of collision with the pedestrian. The videos of the operation can be accessed at http://dl.dropbox.com/u/20792983/pedestrianVisual1.mp4 and http://dl.dropbox.com/u/20792983/pedestrianVisual2.mp4. 1) Control comparative experiments: Clearly, we would see an improvement in the navigation performance while incorporating the information from an infrastructural sensor. We run a control experiment in simulation to compare quantitative improvement. Our simulator setup is shown as in Fig.11 . One or more vehicles move in a loop that has a pedestrian crossing. A pedestrian detection sensor (i.e., a traffic camera) detects the presence of pedestrians and sends information to the autonomous vehicles V 1, V 2, . . .. Depending on the presence of pedestrians, the vehicles slow down or keep moving. The vehicles are also constrained to maintain a minimum distance between them to avoid collision. We run the experiment both for a single vehicle as well as multiple vehicles. We compare the performance with the baseline case where there is no infrastructural sensors and the autonomous vehicle has to come to a stop before detecting pedestrians on road, something similar to a regular stop and yeild traffic sign. We run the simulation for various vehicle speeds and various number of vehicles. Let T base be the time taken to reach the pedestrian crossing by the baseline algorithm, while T inf ra. be the same measure for our algorithm getting additional information from the infrastructure sensor. We compute the difference in the time taken to complete each lap, as the time gained by using the infrastructural sensor, T gain = T base − T inf ra. . In both cases the pedestrians appear in a stochastic manner using a poisson process of mean rate of λ = 1ped/sec.
Single Vehicle: Fig.12a , shows the plot of T gain vs the number of laps the vehicle completes. We see clearly that the cumulative time gained by using the infrastructural sensor improves with time. We also note that such a gain is more significant when the vehicle moves at a higher speed. The blue plot is the gain for vehicle moving at 2m/s while the red at 1m/s. This shows that the traffic flow at pedestrian crossings where the vehicles are able to move at higher speeds can be significantly improved by using infrastructural sensors.
Multiple Vehicles: Fig.12b , shows the plot of T gain vs the number of laps the vehicle completes for multiple vehicles. We see that as the number of vehicles increases, T gain also increases. This is because in the baseline algorithm, each vehicle has to stop for pedestrians whether or not they are present. Additionally they have to stop to maintain a minimum distance to the vehicle in front when the front vehicle stops. The number of vehicle stops increase significantly when the number of vehicles increases raising the discrepancy between the proposed and the baseline algorithm.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
We considered three main challenges in autonomous navigation in crowded city environments: localization, pedestrian detection and limited onboard sensing capability. We showed that in the proximity of tall buildings, popular GPS-based localization can be extremely erroneous. Odometry-based localization was shown to perform slightly better. In order to achieve acceptable performance, we augmented the localization using local laser maps based on Adaptive Monte Carlo Localization technique and showed significantly improved results. We also integrated the use of vision and LIDARs to achieve more robustness in pedestrian detection and tracking. Finally, we exploited existing infrastructural sensors to improve the onboard sensors visibility. The performance of the overall system Future work targets at augmenting the current system to a fully automated campus vehicle system. To this end, we are currently investigating the use of WiFi-based localization as a complementary approach to GPS-based and laserbased localization. We also plan to incorporate pedestrian intentions in motion planning. Implementation of high-level logics to ensure that the autonomous vehicle obeys traffic rules, properly handles pedestrian and responds to faults and failures is also of interest. In addition, we intend to incorporate additional infrastructure devices such as dedicated short range communication beacons that will be used in ERP Phase 2 in Singapore. We will also take advantage of sensors that may be on other vehicles and exploit communications possibilities. Finally, the system needs to be verified for safety both for nominal operations and in the presence of faults and failures.
